
Cordless Straight Shear BJS160 / BJS161  1.6mm (16Ga) 430

Capacity

Strokes per minute (spm)
Dimensions
(L x W x H)
Net weight

Voltage

Steel up to 400 N/mm2 : 1.6mm
Steel up to 600 N/mm2 : 1.2mm
Aluminum up to 200 N/mm2 : 2.5mm
4,300
362 x 78 x 103mm (14-1/4" x 3-1/16" x 4-1/16") BJS160
362 x 78 x 118mm (14-1/4" x 3-1/16" x 4-5/8") BJS161
1.9kg (4.2lbs) BJS160   
2.0kg (4.4lbs) BJS161
14.4V BJS160  
18V BJS161

Easy-to-grip motor housing

Anti-restart function 
(with warning lamp)

- Small circumference for easy handling

- Rubberized soft grip for more comfort 
  and better control with minimized 
  hand fatigue and pain.

The motor does not start up 
if battery is inserted with 
the switch locked on. In this 
case, the lamp starts blinking 
slowly, indicating that the 
Anti-restart function is on.

Battery capacity 
warning lamp

When remaining battery 
capacity decreases below 
a certain limit, the motor 
automatically stops and
solid red light reminds 
you to replace battery.

Easy and fine cutting

- The blade clearance can be adjusted 
  according to thicknesses of workpiece 
  so that cutting surface is fine without 
  burrs.

Items of standard equipment and specifications may vary by country or area.

Standard Equipment  
Fast Charger, Battery Cartridge, Hex wrench, Thickness gauge

High cutting performance
Cuts up to 1.6mm (16Ga) thick mild steel sheet; capable of cutting a layer of 
two 0.8mm (22Ga) thick roofing metal sheets in a single pass.

Max 
cutting 
capacity

Lightweight
1.9kg   2.0kg
(Model BJS160)    (Model BJS161)

Steel up to 400 N/mm2 : 1.6mm

Steel up to 600 N/mm2 : 1.2mm

Aluminum up to 200 N/mm2 : 2.5mm

Carrying Case

Easy-to-operate slide-type on/off 
switch with lock-on function

Externally accessible
carbon brush

On-tool storage for hex wrench
Powered by 
Li-ion Battery

Photo: BJS161

BJS160:
BL1430 
(14.4V/3.0Ah)

BJS161:
BL1830 
(18V/3.0Ah)

Compact: 362mm (14-1/4”)

Side blade
Center blade

Side blade

Inserts battery with slide switch is ON

Warning lamp starts blinking

NO START UP by working Anti-restart function

Anti-restart function process Anti-restart function process 

Accessories

Fast Charger 
DC18RA
Charging time 
approx. 22 minutes 

Center blade
Part No. 792534-4

Side blade set
Part No. 792533-6

- Double cutting mechanism for less 
  workpiece deformation than single 
  blade cutting.
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